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On the formation of nonlinear 
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We show how trains of nonlinear, dispersive wavest can be produced by allowing a 
region of mixed fluid, with a potential energy greater than its surroundings, to  collapse 
towards its equilibrium state. The number of waves and their amplitude depend on 
the properties of the mixed region and of the ambient stratification. Three different 
geometrical configurations have been chosen and while each gives qualitatively the 
same results the form taken by the generated waves and the final equilibrium shape 
of the mixed region depend critically on these geometrical factors. We relate the 
internal waves produced by this mechanism to waves produced in natural systems 
and show that our observations support a t  least one possible explanation for those 
found in the oceans and planetary atmospheres. 

1. Introduction 
In  many natural systems one of the central questions concerns the character of the 

flow created when a region of turbulently mixed fluid, with an excess of potential 
energy, attempts to  reach an equilibrium state in a stratified ambient. For example, 
it  now appcars that such a mechanism is partially responsible for the appearance of 
internal waves generated by tidal flow over submarine topography (Halpern 197 1 ; 
Lee & Beardsley 1974; Gargett 1976; Smith & Farmer 1977; Maxworthy 1978, 1979; 
to mention a few). It has also been considered as a possible source for features in 
planetary atmospheres (Maxworthy, Redelropp & Weidman 1978), in the nocturnal 
inversion (Christy, Muirhead & Hales 1978a, b ) ,  and those generated from thunder- 
storm downdraughts, Katabatic winds, sea breeze fronts, the spreading of Liquid 
Natural Gas spills etc. On a basic level the problem has accumulated a substantial 
number of theoretical efforts (see Mei 1969; Wessel 1969; Padmanabhan et al. 1970; 
Hartman & Lewis 1972; Bell & Dugan 1974; Manins 1976; Kao 1976) based on a 
rather limited number of experimental findings (Schooley & Stewart 1963; Wu 1969; 
Schooley & Hughes 1972). For simplicity all of these authors assume the ambient 

t Also Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California and the Australian National Uni- 
versity, Canberra, Australia. 

$ In some of the caaes to be described these are in fact sequences of solitary waves which 
are ordered by amplitude and which separate in space, as they propagate. In other cases the 
wave amplitude decreases as the wave propagates, but since the essential balance is between 
nonlinear steepening and frequency dispersion we feel justified in using the adjective ' solitary' 
to describe them though they violate the clessical description of such waves. 
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density distribution to be linear with height, a condition which is only an approxi- 
mation to the prototype. The results of Wu (1969) in particular have suggested the 
existence of three different flow regimes which blend smoothly into one another as time 
progresses. Of special interest is the so-called ‘principal stage’ in which the leading 
edge of the slug moves so that its length increases approximately as ti. This result has 
generated a number of papers (eg. Manins 1976; Kao 1976) that justify the result on 
theoretical grounds. In  a study closely related to the present one (Amen & Maxworthy 
1980) we have found that Wu’s result is not generally true and that for a large number, 
but not all cases, the slug length increases more rapidly with time than ti, e.g. the slug 
velocity approaches an almost constant value. This result can be most readily explained 
by using the concepts developed in the present paper in which we consider a parameter 
range for which a constant slug velocity invariably existsfor a finite span of time, in the 
two-dimensional case at least. The relevant parameters are the ratios of the height H 
and length L of the mixed region to a characteristic height h of the ambient stratifi- 
cation (the appropriate height is that of the tank in Wu’s experiments and the thickness 
of the stratified layer in ours). In  the present experiments we consider two cases. In  the 
first the density distribution is that which exists between two deep layers of miscible 
fluid as in the work of Benjamin (1967), Davis & Acrivos (1967), Hurdis & Pao (1975) 
and On0 (1975) for example. While in the second the density distribution consists of 
a heavy miscible layer on the floor of the experimental tank beneath a light constant 
density layer [as in case (a)  of Benjamin (1967), figure 11. Invariably, in both cases, 
the vertical scale of the density distribution is small (i.e. L / h  and H / h  > O(1)) and 
the collapse of the mixed region results in the generation of a number of large- 
amplitude, internal solitary-waves of the type described by Benjamin, Davis & 
Acrivos and 0no.t Such large-amplitude waves have, in their simplest form, closed 
internal streamlines which in the present case consist mainly of mixed fluid from the 
collapsed region. As the wave propagates it carries this mixed fluid along with it at 
the appropriate wave speed. In  our cases some internal mixing, dissipation and geo- 
metric dispersion (in the second case) takes place so that the wave amplitude, and 
hence the size of the closed streamline region, decreases as the wave propagates. As 
a result mixed fluid is ejected from the rear of the wave to form a tail behind the wave. 
Eventually the amplitude of the waves becomes so small that no closed-streamlines 
region can exist, the mixed fluid can no longer be trapped inside the wave, and it is 
left behind to enter a new spreading regime governed by a different balance of forces. 

In  Wu’s case it now appears that h/H was so large that only weak solitary waves 
were formed and the trapping of the mixed region took place for only a short time, 
if a t  all. One can actually see the leading solitary wave in his published photographs 
but the drainage of mixed fluid is so rapid that a constant velocity state is never 
reached. The cases considered in Amen & Maxworthy (1980), are intermediate be- 
tween the two extremes and show a mixture of the two effects. 

In  the second set of experiments reported here we extend the previous work on 
the two-dimensional case, considered by all authors to date, to three dimensions by 
allowing the solitary wave to evolve as a cylindrical front with an ever increasing 
length, measured perpendicular to its direction of propagation. This case approaches 
the conditions observed in satellite pictures of internal wave signatures revealed by 

t Which we call BDO waves in what follows. 
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their modulation of the surface wave field (e.g. Ape1 et al. 1975) and our results appear 
to have significance in the interpretation of such images (e.g. Maxworthy 1978). 

In all of these cases one is reminded of the similar problem of solitary wave genera- 
tion in a layer of shallow water with a free surface. In this case if a region of fluid 
with excess potential energy is released, solitary waves are formed and the whole 
problem can be analysed using the powerful ‘ inverse-scattering ’ method [see Whitham 
(1974) for example, together with the experimental verification of Hammack & 
Segur (1974)l. We see that such effects also exist in the present cases and that there 
must be a strong relationship between all of these results. 

2. Apparatus and experimental procedures 
2.1.  Experiments on two-dimensional wavea 

As shown in figure 1 the apparatus in this cas0 consists of a 820 cm long, 20 cm wide 
tank filled with fluid to a total depth of 30 cm. The two layer fluid system was pre- 
pared by mixing salt into the bottom layer until a desired density was reached, 
typically 1-05 g and then carefully adding fresh water to create a thin layer of 
density variation in between. By waiting long enough layer thicknesses up to 3 cm 
could be produced with error function distributions of density within them. Profile 
shapes (figure 2) were measured using a conventional conductivity probe and de- 
modulation circuit (Maxworthy & Browand 1975). This density distribution was 
assumed to be of the form p = j3( I - G tanh ay) (Benjamin 1967), where j3 = $(p, +pz) ,  
?J = -p2) / (pl  +pi ) ,  p1 and pz are the densities of the two layers and a-1 ( = i h )  is 
a characteristic length scale of the density distribution. A barrier could be inserted 
into grooves at  one end of the tank and a mixed region produced mechanically with 
a density distribution as shown also in figure 2.f The barrier could be inserted a t  
various axial locations in order to vary the length of mixed fluid. After all motion due 
to the mixing had died down the barrier was carefully removed and the flow was 
observed by photographing both the dyed region and the displacement of either layers 
of dyed fluid or small neutrally buoyant droplets of carbon-tetrachloride and mineral 
oil dyed with ‘Oil Red 0 ’. 

The presence of solitary waves (and their shape) was also indicated by the cali- 
brated conductivity probe which was placed a t  an appropriate distance downstream 
of the barrier with its tip a t  approximately the a-4 position. This method gave the 
best indication of the number of waves present and their shape. 

2.2.  Experiments on three-dimensional waves 

S O  Sets Of experiments were performed in a tank of square plan form, 245 ern on 

water. Then 3 litres of very dense, dyed salt solution, with a density of 1.15 g 
was introduced at a corner and allowed to spread, initially as a ‘gravity current’, 
beneath the fresh water. After about one hour a density distribution of the type 

t We also attempted to introduce a region of constant intermediate density ( p )  but the den- 
bity profile thus formed did not lend itself to a simple definition of its oharacteristic height. 
w e  note however that this type of distribution (or in fact any with an excess of potential energy 
Wer the ambient, s0e $3.1) gave rise to the production of solitary waves! 

a aide (figures 3a, 6). The tank was filled to  vnq-ing depths, up to 1 0  cm, with fresh 
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Traversing 
mechanism 

FIGURE 1. Apparatus to study collapse in two dimensions (case 1). Showing 
definitions of all length scales and form of the initial solitary waves. 

Mixed region 
density distribution 

Ap = 0.04 g cmL3 

FIGURE 2. Density p vs. height z for both the ambient and mixed region 
stratification (case 1).  Definition of h and H. 

shown in figure 3(a)  and as measured using the conductivity probe (e.g. figure 13) 
existed uniformly throughout the tank. 

In  the first set a weighted, plastic cylinder 15 cm in diameter was placed in one 
corner of the tank and filled with heavy fluid, of density, pe with 1.05 < pc < 1.15, 
to  the same level as the free surface in the rest of the tank. The experiment was initi- 
ated by suddenly raising the cylinder and allowing the heavy fluid to colla,pse along 
the bottom of the tank. The resulting motion was photographed from above since 
the wave crests that were created, by causing a local increase in the thickness of the 
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FIGURE 3. (a) Apparatus to study the collapse of a mixed region in an axi-symmetric geometry 
(case 2). Showing method of mixed fluid containment, trapping of gravity current within a 
cylindrical solitary wave and formation of streaky structure as waves leave the mixed region 
behind. (b) Apparatus to study evolution of a cylindrioal wave from an initially plane pulse. 
Showing generation of a vortex-like mixed region that is eventually left behind by the waves it 
generates (case 3). 

bottom layer, were clearly visible over the majority of their travel. In  some cases 
the mixed fluid was of a different colour from that of the bottom layer in order to 
clearly distinguish between fluid of these two different origins. The waves were also 
measured using the conductivity probe placed within the tank with its tip at a pre- 
determined height and following the density variation at this paint as a function of 
time. 

In  the second set of experiments the dovice designed to produce the waves was as 
shown in figure 3(b) .  It could be operated in several different ways. In  one mode 
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mixed fluid was damned-up in any of the several compartments and when the barrier 
was removed it was allowed to evolve initially as a plane wave within the box. When 
it reached the end of the box the mixed region started to spread laterally, as a vortex 
structure, creating a curved wave as it did so. In  the second mode mixed fluid was 
placed in the rearward compartment and allowed to spread within the total length 
of the box, i.e. the foremost barrier remained in place. When all wave motion had 
ceased the front barrier was removed and the mixed region then allowed to evolve. 
The scheme gave a smaller initial potential energy than the other method and was 
used to look at the formation of weak waves that were rarely abIe to carry the mixed 
fluid very far into the main body of the ambient fluid. 

3.1. Preamble 
We start by noting that almost any form of mixing process within the tanks gave 
rise to the formation of solitary waves of the BDO type and that they are, in fact, 
identical to those already described by Davis & Acrivos (1967). For example one 
could easily produce a solitary wave by simply taking a rod and moving it rapidly 
back and forth within the interface or pouring in fluid of appropriate density and 
forming a thermal that spread along the interface (figure 4, plate 1). Such disturb- 
ances could not be easily quantified and controlled, however, and the more repro- 
ducible methods described in Q 2 were used to obtain quantitative results. Of course, 
in nature it is likely that the mixing processes will not produce clean, well-defined, 
stationary, mixed regions and this initial comment is necessary to assure the reader 
that the process to be described still occurs under those less well controlled circum- 
stances. It also gives rise to an interesting corollary which states in its simplest form - 
that solitary waves are ubiquitous. By which we mean that if a given physical system 
is capable of supporting solitary wave motions then such motions will invariably arise 
from quite general excitations. 

3. Results 

3.2. Tuio-dimensional experiments 
In  figure 5 (plate 2) we show photographs of the type of solitary waves found in this 
study. The wave interior contains dye that originated in the mixed fluid behind the 
barrier and is divided into two elliptically shaped regions placed symmetrically 
about the centre-line. Thin lines of dye emanate from the rear of these regions and 
extend back to the origin of the motion. The existence of these dye sheets indicates 
that this fluid is being continuously ejected from the rear of the wave and that the 
amplitude of the wave must be decreasing, Further evidence for this decrease is shown 
in figure 6 where we plot the speed of such a wave versus time. The wave speed clearly 
decreases indicating that the wave amplitude is also decreasing in response to energy 
dissipation within the wave. Figure 5 also includes an example of the production of 
a series of such waves and in fact by varying the geometry of the mixed region we 
have been able to produce up to twelve waves, ordered by amplitude with the largest 
first, as in figure 5(a), for example. In  order to put this observation on a firmer footing 
we have run numerous experiments to determine the dependence of the number of 
waves on H / h  and L/h. The results from one such experiment are shown in figure 7 
where we plot the output from the conductivity probe as a function of time for the 
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RQTJRE 6. Velocity of a two-dimensional wave as a function of time, showing gradual decrease 
aa wave energy is dissipated. 
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~ 
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FICIURE 7. Conductivity probe output for designated location and mixed region conditions before 
(m = 650 cm) and after (m = 1070 cm) reflexion from tank end wall. Showing the evolution of 
seven solitary waves under these circumstances. H / h  = 1-33, L / h  = 18-0. 

waves as they approach the probe for the first time, at a distance of 550 cm from the 
origin, and after reflexion from the tank end wall, in which case the equivalent dis- 
tance is 1070 cm. The existence of seven waves is seen clearly at the latter location. 
This result and observation of the interaction at  the end wall are crucial to our identi- 
fication of these waves as solitary waves. Firstly, the waves separate as they evolve, 
they are ordered by amplitude and have a shape appropriate to such a description 
as already discussed by Davis & Acrivos (1967).$ Also their interaction at  the end 
wall is characteristic of solitary waves (Maxworthy 1976), in that the waves suffer 
a phase delay during the process. Finally in figure 8 we show a composite of all of 
the results found from a series of such tests. Here we plot the number of waves that 
evolve ( N )  versus L /h  and H / h .  Although the general trends are clear there are some 

t We note that although these waves approach the deep water limit of Benjamin (1967) 
they also contain, theoretically, some aspects of KdV waves (Joseph 1977), and hence the 
details of BDO theory may not apply exactly. In particular the prediction that there be no 
solitary wave if the wave volume is too small may be modified by tho finite depth of the 
experimental tank. 
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FIGURE 8. Number of waves produced N v63T8U8 extent of mixed region L/h and Hlh.  

ambiguities in such a plot mainly because of our inability to identify the smaller 
waves from a noisy signal. As a result it is likely that we often missed waves that 
should have been counted and vice ver811. Clearly increasing both L/h and H / h  
increases N with the former parameter being the main control. From limited wave 
amplitude data i t  appears that it is H / h  that controls this feature but the experi- 
ments could not be made precise enough to determine the functional behaviour in a 
satisfactory manner and so such data are not presented here. We also note that at 
least one wave is always produced no matter how small the mixed region and this 
again is typical of some systems that support solitary waves (Whitham 1974).t 

3.3. The production of cylindrical solitary waves 
By way of reference, and in order to contrast with the case of collapse in a stratified 
fluid, we show in figure 9 (plate 3) the generation of a gravity current in an homo- 
geneous fluid. In this case the spread is essentially radial and the leading edge of the 
mixed region is highly corrugated as in all known plane, two-dimensional experi- 
ments (e.g. Simpson 1972). The leading edge continues to propagate but at  a slower 
rate as time progresses and the leading edge corrugations evolve into smaller and 
smaller scales as it also becomes thinner. Not surprisingly, the dyed, mixed fluid 
eventually covers the bottom of the tank completely. An r,  t diagram showing the 
evolution of the front is presented in figure 10. In this case the rate of spreading can 

t See footmote on previous page. I 
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RGURE 10. (a) Radial displacement of leading edge of a gravity current versus time in a homo- 
geneous ambient fluid. ( b )  Radial displacement of leading edge and base of mixed region r 
v e r w  time in a stratified ambient fluid. Showing rapid decrease in front velocity once the 
leading solitary wave separates from the head of the gravity current, and the region in which 
the fingers or streaks form. The trajectory of the solitary wave is also shown once it has left 
the mixed region behind. 

be described in a quantitative fashion by assuming that the front moves at a critical 
and constant Froude number [based on the layer depth (h)] of order unity in which 
case dr/dt - hi. If we further assume that the volume of fluid is conserved and that 
the flow is similar then r2h, = constant. Combining these two results and integrating 
gives r - t4.t Such a result is also plotted on figure 10 when we have matched the 
two curves a t  the triangular point. This result is clearly in reasonable agreement 
with the experimental findings over the initial portion of the motion but deviates 
rapidly as, presumably, viscous effects become more important as the layer becomes 
very thin as in figures 9 (i, j ,  k). 

The sequence of events shown in figures 11 and 12 (plates 4-6) shows the essential 
differences between the effects of a homogeneous and a stratified ambient fluid. In 
the latter case, initially at least, the front again evolves radially but, as in the two- 
dimensional case, it is embedded in a large amplitude solitary wave. However, the 
front is again highly corrugated and is composed of cells of dyed fluid having a width 
to length ratio of about unity. As the wave evolves and its amplitude decreases this 
dyed fluid is ejected rearward as long streaks or fingers of dye that terminate when 
the wave amplitude reaches a critical value for which a recirculation region is no longer 
possible. The wave continues t o  propagate while the dye fingers evolve very slowly 
to a state of equilibrium with the density distribution in their surroundings. This 
relaxation process involves only an insignificant movement of the dye streaks and 
they come to  rest well before they have spread throughout the tank. In  figure 10 we 

t I am most grateful to a referee for pointing out to me a result similar to this which, un- 
fortunately, contained a small but significant error. 
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H = 9.7 cm 

P I  N a (mm) 

1.015 1 4.3 
1.029 3 6.0 
1.053 5 4.7 
1.065 6 3.5 
1.078 4+ 8.0 
1.093 4 +  8.3 
1.110 6 +  9.0 

TABLE 1 

also show the evolution of the base and tips of the dye front for this case. In  contrast 
with the previous, homogeneous, case the front velocity is almost constant until a 
critical wave amplitude is reached and fingers begin to form. We also note the control 
that is apparently exercised by the ambient stratification in initially, at least, slowing 
down the gravity current to  a velocity smaller than the one it had in the absence of 
a density distribution (figure 10a). 

In  this case the planform geometry of the mixed region was fixed so that the only 
available variables for a given ambient stratification were the total height of the 
fluid layer H and the density po of the mixed fluid. In  table 1 we show how the number 
N and amplitudet of the waves at a fixed location depends on po for a given H and 
p(x). As we would anticipate from our previous work the number of waves N ,  at a 
given location, increases as the density excess and, hence, the potential energy of 
the mixed region increases. However, the amplitude follows no clear tendency. 

In  figure 13 we show two of a number of available graphs of the radial displacement 
of the leading wave as a function of time, together with the ambient density profiles 
measured in each case and the form of the wave train determined from the conduc- 
tivity probe located at the indicated positions. Of particular interest is the comparison 
of the curves for which the zero of time could be determined with reasonable certainty 
to  tho trajectory one would expect from simple energy conservation arguments, i.e. 
r - t f  for small r,$ where we have matched the curves, somewhat arbitrarily, at  the 
triangular points indicated in those figures. Clearly, energy conservation based on a 
similarity of wave profiles as in Chwang & Wu (1 976) for example, is not completely 
satisfactory and as one possibility we have considered alternative explanations 
which form the basis of a separate communication (Weidman & KO 1979). Based on 
work to be presented in the next section, there is also a suggestion that the differences 
may be due to our inability to  precisely determine the zero of time in these cases. 
It is also clear that the tank is not large enough for the wave trains to have evolved 
completely in the more energetic cases (e.g. figure 13b) and one is reminded of the 
similar plots of the wave height in shallow water of Hammack & Segur (1974). 

t See legend of figure 13 for the method of determining the amplitudes. 
2 This result comes from assuming a velocity of propagation that varies as Co( 1 +Ka) with 

wave amplitude a; using the result of Chtrang & Wu (1976) that a N r-* for energy conservation 
to hold and then evaluating the resulting integral for small values of r (where Co is the zero 
amplitude long-wave speed and K a constant, the values of which depend on the form of the 
ambient stratification). 
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FIQTJRE 13. (a, b) In this figure we attempt to show three important characteristics of the 
evolving cylindrical waves for H = 9.7 em. (i) The radial location of the leading cylindrical 
waves versus time. (ii) The density distribution p(z)  of the ambient fluid before the releam of 
heavier fluid. (iii) The density as a function of time p ( t )  at the location in radius ( r ) ,  the height 
(z) indicated. Scale of p is nonlinear in this case. The wave amplitude shown was measured by 
determining the location of the maximum density under the wave crest on the undisturbed 
density profile and then subtracting this value of z from the actual location of the probe tip. 
This method was also used to determine the amplitude values in tables 1 and 2. 
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The same sequence of photographs (figures 11 and 12) also shows one of the more 
interesting properties of such two-dimensional waves and is an extension of the work 
reported in Maxworthy (1976) and Weidman & Maxworthy (1978). We have allowed 
two cylindrical waves from different sources to interact in such a way that their angle 
of intersection # varies from zero (i.e. a head-on collision, as in Maxworthy 1976) to 
values approaching 180". Two observations are particularly interesting. The initial 
head-on collision approximates that which occurs for two-dimensional plane waves 
and they suffer a small phase delay, as in the case of shallow-water, free-surface 
waves (Maxworthy 1976). As the waves continue to propagate the angle between 
them becomes more obtuse and they cross as a simple X with no apparent change in 
wave slope at the point of interaction. When this angle reaches a valuo of approxi- 
mately 110" a new phenomenon appears. The two vertices forming the X slowly 
move apart to form two V-shaped regions joined by a new solitary wave of larger 
amplitude than either of the original waves. In  fact under suitable circumstances 
the new wave has such a large amplitude that it breaks and mixing occurs. As described 
in Miles (1977a, b)  this is the so-called Mach-stem interaction postulated to occur 
in shallow water waves obeying the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (1  970) equation. Such 
a possibility is also discussed in Newel1 & Redekopp (1  977) where it is shown that the 
Zakharov-Shabat (1974) theory of integrable systems breaks down and that a reso- 
nant interaction between solitons can occur. These authors were unable to distinguish 
between two possible solutions with the relative locations of the nodes in different 
positions v i s - h i s  the third soliton. Our experiments have thus shown that it is the 
type shown in figures 11 and 12 that is likely to be correct in many situations. 

Unfortunately the published results of Miles (1977a, b )  cannot be directly applied 
t o  the present case so we turn to a case computed recontly by Redekopp (private 
communication) in which he considers two immiscible fluid layers of densities and 
thicknesses p,, h, and pz, h, respectively, with, for convenience, h, < h,. In  this case 
the critical value of #, denoted #c, is given by 

#c = 180" - 2 tan-, [33]'. 
where a is the amplitude of the wave of elevation in the thinner layer (h,). He also 
assumed, as is appropriate for comparison to our experiment that both waves were 
of the same amplitude. Comparison to even this result is hampered by the fact that 
both a and h, have to be estimated from conductivity probe measurements since we 
have a continuous density variation while the theory assumes a two layer discon- 
tinuous density model. For the case shown in figure 11 we use a w 3 mm, h, w 1.0 cm, 
h, w 9 cm for which case #c x 100". Such a result is in reasonable agreement, but, 
clearly both more theoretical and experimental work needs to be performed before 
any claim of complete understanding can be made. 

3.4. Solitary wave and vorta production in three-dimensions 
I n  many ways this case is the most interesting and revealing because it gives some 
feeling for the types of motion that are likely to occur in natural circumstances where 
a localized disturbance invariably must evolve in three dimensions rather than in the 
more artificial geometries considered up to now. As an example we quote the results 
found in Maxworthy (1978) in which the mixed region formed by tidal flow over a 
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FIGURE 16. (a, b) X, X, and X-X, (as defined in figure 3b) v e r m ~  time with comparison to 
z - t t .  The density distributions p(z)  and p(t)  at the indicated position are also m shown and 
described in figure 13. H = 7.6 cm. 
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ridge evolved into a vortex-like flow that then acted as a ‘piston’ for the generation 
of a sequence of solitary waves. 

In  fact, uch vortex-like structures appear to be a common feature of many satellite 
observations of the sea surface and appear worthy of concentrated study. 

I n  the present case the initial potential energy excess was produced in a controllable 
manner as outlined in 3 2.2). In  figures 14 and 15 (plates 7 and 8) we show photographs 
of both the vortex and the waves produced in typical cases: (i) where the initial 
potential energy excess is small and only a weak vortex and waves are formed; (ii) 
a large initial excess in which case, as before, the leading edge of the vortex is embedded 
in a wave front and forms a series of fingers (see 3 3.2). The number of waves formed 
also increases as the potential energy of the mixed region is incrcased (table 2) and 
they quickly evolve into circular wave fronts from an apparent centre within the 
final vortex. The details of this evolution are shown in figures 16(a, b ) ,  where we plot 
the distance of the apparent wave centre (X,) and the leading edge of the wave ( X )  
(see figure 3b)  from the mouth of the wave generator. Several points are of interest. 
(i) The apparent wave centre continues to propagate in a forward direction suggesting 
that even though the wave appears to be circular in fact the leading edge must be of 
slightly larger amplitude, and hence wave speed, than the trailing edge and that this 
makes the whole wave pattern translate slowly in the forward direction. (ii) A measure 
of the radial rate of spreading (X - X, us. t )  is remarkably close to the constant energy 
curve (T - t’) in this case as opposed to the result of the previous measurements ( 9  3.3). 
The reason for such a difference is not completely clear although one suspects that 
it may be due to our inability to define the zero of the time absissae with great pre- 
cision in the latter case. (iii) In  both cases the wave shape (i.e. p us. t )  suggests that the 
waves have not fully evolved and this is in fact reasonable since these two cases 
represent the one with the largest initial driving potential and, hence, the mixed 
region and leading wave stay together for a longer time.t (iv) Once the wave has left 
the mixed fluid behind, the evolution of the latter decreases dramatically and it under- 
goes only very slow changes as i t  adjusts to its local surroundings. Presumably both 
viscous and species diffusion are also important in determining its approach to ii 
final state but this process is so slow that it is of little interest in the present context. 
I t ,  clearly, has significance in determining the local density distribution (i.e. micro- 
structure) and should be studied further in subsequent experiments. 

4. Discussion 
The results presented in the previous sections are, to a large extent, self-explanatory 

although it is probably worthwhile listing the major findings compactly. (i) Mixed 
region collapse in a stratified medium and in both two and three dimensions creates 
a sequence of solitary waves ordered by amplitude. (ii) In the cases considered here 
the mixed fluid is invariably trapped within the leading solitary wave and is ejected 
rearwards as the wave amplitude decreases. When the wave front is long compared 
to its width this trapping takes place within a number of cells and the ejection proms8 
creates a streaky, final distribution of mixed fluid. (iii) Oblique interaction between 

t This is in contrast to the water wave case where the motion was produced by an initial 
raising of the water surface (Hammack & Segur 1974) in which case the wave with the largest 
driving energy evolved the fastest. 
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solitary waves can create a resonant condition by which a third larger amplitude wave 
can be formed between them. (iv) Quite general and uncontrolled mixing events create 
solitary wave trains and lead us to suspect that they should be excited under many 
circumstances in natural systems. 

We believe the latter observation to be of great importance and now concentrate 
on a discussion of the role of such a mechanism in nature. In  fact, this work was actually 
motivated by a need to devise a mechanism to generate large-scale, solitary Rossby 
waves in the Jovian atmosphere (Maxworthy et al. 1978). In  that case we suggested, 
based on earlier observations of inertial, solitary wave generation on the cores of 
vortex rings (Maxworthy 1977), that a zonal shear flow on that planet could become 
barotropically unstable and generate large-scale vortices which on mixing and 
collapse would evolve into solitary waves of the correct scale and location to explain 
certain atmospheric features, notably the Great Red Spot. It now appears that such 
a mechanism and its extensions can be used to resolve many of the observations of 
wave motions in natural systems that have been accumulating rapidly over the past 
several years. Probably the easiest way to classify the different physical circum- 
stances is to consider the various ways in which the mixed region can be produced. 
The three most obvious are: a shearing instability of some sort (as outlined above); 
mechanical mixing, by tidal motions for example; convective motions due to vertical 
and/or horizontal temperature contrasts. To our knowledge only the last two have 
been explicitly identified as a source of waves. For example, it is now cleax that such 
waves can be created by tidal flow over bottom topograph in the ocean (Halpern 
1971; Lee & Beardsley 1974; Gargett 1976; Smith & Farmer 1977; Farmer & Smith 
1978; for example). In  particular, Gargett (1976) talks of a large pulse of well mixed 
fluid passing over the crest of a submarine sill on the waning tide. This slug creates 
solitary waves in much the same way as discussed in this paper and the exact mech- 
anisms have been explored further in Maxworthy (1978, 1979). Another source of 
mechanically mixed fluid is that in the wakes of submarines travelIing through the 
oceanic thermocline. Such a situation was first modelled by Schooley & Stewart (1963) 
and Wu (1  969), and the ideas of the present paper have been more recently applied to 
this case by Amen & Maxworthy (1980) who interpreted their results on the collapse 
of a mixed region in a linearly stratified fluid in terms of solitary wave production. 

Examples of solitary waves produced by thermal effects now seem quite common 
in the meteorological literature and although no analogous observations have been 
reported in the world’s oceans the possibility of such a production mechanism should 
be anticipated in future measurements, As examples we note that Clarke’s (1972) 
explanation of the ‘Morning Glory ’ phenomenon of North-Central Australia, and the 
observation on which it is based, has much in common with the present experiments. 
There the heavy intruding fluid is produced by Katabatic flow from the bordering 
mountains and although Clarke does not consider this explicitly we believe that such 

flow will actually create wave motions in the nocturnal inversion. More recently, 
Christieetal. (1 978a) have offered, as one interpretation of their observations of solitary 
waves at Tennant Creek, N.A., the possibility that the waves created by the ‘Morning 
Glory’ could propagate as far as their instrument array and produce the observed 
signals. In  a further report (Christie et al. 1978) they discuss the generation of waves 
from gravity currents and our observations coincide in many ways with theirs. 
Several possibilities exist: (i) the mixed fluid is produced by a shear layer type of 
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instability that then generates waves in the top layer of the inversion; (ii) Katabatic 
flow from neighbouring topography does not penetrate to the ground but travels 
along the top of the nocturnal inversion from the point where the latter intersects 
the mountain slope; (iii) the waves are generated by the flow and mixing over distant 
mountains in analogous fashion to the tidal generation mechanism mentioned pre- 
viously. In other circumstances it appears that the interpretation of the propagation 
of sea-breeze fronts could well be affected by the considerations of this paper. For 
example, in Simpson, Mansfield & Milford (1977) the ambient is clearly stratified while 
the speed of front propagation in the later stages is consistently underestimated by 
gravity-current theory alone, suggesting control by the speed of long waves on the 
existing density distribution. Also their description of a ‘cut-off’ vortex is consistent 
with our observation of mixed fluid trapped within the leading solitary wave. Other 
sources are clearly possible under other circumstances, e.g. thundemtorm down- 
draughts (Goff 1976), wind set-up on inland lakes (Thorpe 1974), squall-lines (Chabra 
1972), etc., and we anticipate that many phenomena are likely to be explained in 
the future by the basic mechanisms put forth in this paper and those referenced above. 

The work reported hero was performed at  U.S.C. under the sponsorship of the Office 
of Naval Research through Contract no. NO00 14-77-C-0015. Casey de Vries built the 
apparatus and incorporated many ingenious modifications; his help was invaluable. 
Much of this paper was written during a visit to the Australian National University 
to which I was most generously invited by Professor J. S. Turner. Many of the figures 
are the result of the very professional work of Ross Wylde-Browne, while Sandra van 
der Lee typed the manuscript expertly, and patiently answeied my very naive ques- 
tions about very essential day-to-day problems that arise when one works in a new, 
unfamiliar environment, 
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FIGURE 4. Two-dimensional solitary waves produced by impingement of a thcrmal onto the 
fluid interface which then evolves along the interface as a series of solitary waves. 
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FIGURE 5. ( a )  Photograph of two-dimensional waves of large amplitude that carry along mixed 
fluid after the collapse. ( b )  The same as (a )  except that the wave amplitude is so large that a 
critical Richardson number is attained at  the rear of the head and mixing takes place. 
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FIGURE 9. Sequence of photographs of a cylindrical gravity current propagating in a 
homogeneous ambient. Times and locations given by the solid points of figure lO(a) .  
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FIGURE 14. Photographic sequence of waves produced by a smallinitial potential energy difference. 
Showing rapid separation of waves from the mixed region and its continued development there- 
after (case 3) .  
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